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Everyone knows what a successful brand looks like, but creating a new brand that echoes the public is challenging to say the least. Graphic designer and artistic director Larry Mayorga draws on his years of experience to offer some advice on how to go about it... 01. Branding is about peopleGood branding starting with
people. People need reasons to buy or use, as people we need to feel part of something bigger. Brands need strong guiding principles at the heart of everything they do. Consumers are armed with knowledge, education and technology and we play a very active role in the course of these brands. Good design plays an
integral role, but design just does not make a mark. Design is another component that combined with humanity, intelligence and science make for a great and more engaged experience. The pleasure of recognizing the logo and its promise is for the satisfaction of both the brand and the consumer. The visual language
should continue the conversation in a consistent manner.03. Branding is a two-way processIs easier to love a brand when the brand loves you back. Traditional traders consider consumers to be robotic entities. But when the relationship between the consumer and the provider becomes a two-way street, there is room
for more growth, there is a sense of consideration and care.04 MatterBrands are personality and uniqueness, so they add value, generate interest, have a huge economic and social impact.05 Tags are a matter of contextSaying is not a brand, branding creates context. Investing in a brand and creating the right context
will significantly increase the effectiveness of your messaging, advertising, and communication campaign — and by extension your budget — and significantly increase the chances that your targeted consumer will actually act on your message. This way, your campaign spending exceeds that of your competitors.06
Branding is contentContent, as promotional material is critical to the success of the brand project, but brands cannot create masses of content and expect their message to resonate. content excellence is the key to providing stories that take their own lives through the consumer to a level that consumers have been
actively participating in the story since the beginning.07 Branding is also a wayBranding does not follow a clearly defined path, brands must walk around consumers in order to find their own destination. Words: Larry MayorgaLarry Mayorga is a graphic designer and artistic director based in New York. He has more than
13 years of experience working in the industry and is currently a senior designer at Terry Koppel Design.Exclusive offer: 20 percent off tickets to the new branding conferenceImpact is an event you can't afford to miss – and we offer Creative Bloq readers a massive 20% off ticket prices. Simply: Visit the websiteSuch
registration dataUse this promotional code when you are prompted: FRIENDS20Buy a ticket today! Mediation is alternative dispute resolution, which can be used in most non-criminal cases, including disputes relating to contracts, leases, small businesses, employment, childcare and divorce. In successful mediation, all
parties involved shall cooperate in settling or fairly resolving their dispute with the help of a neutral mediator facilitating this process. So what are the keys to keeping your mediation on the path to a fair and pleasant solution? Here are ten rules to follow. (To learn more about whether mediation is the right choice to resolve
your dispute, check out Nolo's articles Why consider mediation? and getting the other side of the mediation table.) Rule 1: Decision-makers must participate. Who decides the decision? That seems like a simple question. If a party is an individual in legal proceedings, that person is a decision-maker. But when a party is a
business or other entity, the answer is less clear. As regards undertakings and other entities involved in mediation, the person who has to participate is the person who has the power to accept any offer of a resolution made by the other party. Participation in mediation means personal participation in all events occurring
during any mediation session, obtaining the opportunity to gain a realistic understanding of the dispute and the opportunity to express your views and concerns. The best form of participation is physical presence, but participation in mediation by videoconference or voice communicator may be appropriate if physical
presence is not possible. Rule 2: Important documents must be physically present. Mediation involves working through differences of opinion on a dispute, and documents can be invaluable in achieving this goal. For example, in a dispute between an association of homeowners and a condominium owner, it is important
to have contracts, conditions and restrictions physically present at the mediation session. And in a dispute between an insurance company and a policyhome, it's important to have policies in the present. Rule 3: Be administrative, but only to a certain extent. In any dispute, each party usually believes that their position is
correct. In mediation, the question Who's right? -that is, who is likely to ultimately prevail if the resolution is not reached and mediation is followed by litigation–is important because realistically predicting the chances of ultimate success defines which of the options for resolution are realistic. But mediation parties should
not focus solely on ing prove them right (or more right than the other side), because this tactic rarely does much to reach a solution. Rule 4: Build a deal. In battle, the goal is to win. But the fight involves monitoring your own requirements regardless of the effect on your opponent. And fighting requires considerable effort
in resisting the opponent's movements. In mediation, the goal is the solution. solution requires considerable efforts to find options that will satisfy both sides. The search for options that will satisfy both sides is very similar to building an agreement in a commercial context. It has to work for both sides, or there's no deal.
So, in mediation, you should take care not only of your own interests, but also of the interests of your opponent. Rule 5: Respect the other party. Consent (agreement) is essential for any agreement that is concluded in mediation. A party that has been offended is usually not inclined to give its consent. And a party that
feels disrespectful tends to be distracted by it to exclude everything else, which is counterproductive to the mediation process. This isn't a matter of making love. It's a question of avoiding a blemous or gratuitous disrespect. Rule 6: Be persuasive. In successful mediation, you must be persuasive about the merits of your
position on the substance of the dispute, as well as be persuasive about the mutual benefits of any potential agreement. A classic persuasive means is to establish the right approach at the right time with the right emotional tone, the power of objective logic, and the power of personal credibility. A more recent idea, which
may be useful, involves one side's one-sided offer to the other. Such an offer can and often in return make a reciprocal offer from the other party, which can create a positive cascade until a compromise is reached. Rule 7: Focus on interests. The importance of interests is described by Roger Fisher and William Ury in
their key book, How to Do It. According to Fisher and Ury, the parties' interests define their dispute. This is a revolutionary statement because the conventional wisdom was that the dispute is defined by the positions of the parties. Interest is wanted. Position is one way to satisfy want. Knowing your own interests is
essential, but it's only part of your task in mediation. The other side also has interests, and you need to know what it is. Identifying the interests of the other party is usually more difficult than identifying your own. Initially, this requires a certain amount of speculation, but once the mediation session begins, you can ask
questions and collect information from what the other party says. Rule 8: Be a problem solver for interests. In reaching a solution, the task is to reconcile interests. Options must be identified or created, and these options must enable both parties to achieve a sufficient number of their interests so that the options are better
than no agreement at all. Reconciling interests requires problem solving, and problem solving requires creativity and an open mind. Brainstorming is a good technique for generating this type of open thinking, a process in which parties identify every thought they can think of to align interests. No idea is rejected or
criticized, and ideas can build on each other. Better ideas usually come late in after people believe they're out of ideas. Once a number of options are specified, then the parties can evaluate them and select those that lead to maximum benefits for each party. Rule 9: Work around anger. At some point in the mediation
process, the parties are beginning to realize that they may not have the most direct substance of the dispute, or that they will have to accept less (or give more) to make a mutually acceptable agreement. When that happens, the parties often get frustrated and then angry. Many parties believe that their own anger is a
sign that things are not going well and that they should stop mediation. That's wrong. An agreement can be reached if the parties can agree to a resolution that will satisfy their interests better than without agreement. Developing such an option is work that can continue, though- and in part because - the parties
understand that they will not have everything they originally demanded. Rule 10: Be patient. Mediation involves change. The parties to a dispute usually believe that they are right (and most right) in the dispute. Each party may or may not understand its own interests and those of the other party, and each may have
unrealistic expectations. Each party may not be willing to negotiate with the other party with any respect. It takes a while to solve these problems, and it takes a while for people to change their minds. It is important that the parties in mediation allow time for these changes to take place. Of these ten rules for successful
mediation, this is the most important. For more practical tips on the mediation process, read Nolo's Articles Mediation: Six Stages and How Your Lawyer Can Help With Mediation. Mediation.
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